Drug addiction. Part II. Neurobiology of addiction.
The drug addiction may be regarded as the disease of the brain reward system. This system, closely related to the system of emotional arousal, is located predominantly in the limbic structures of the brain. Its existence was proved by demonstration of the "pleasure centers," that were discovered as location from which electrical self-stimulation is readily evoked. The main neurotransmitter involved in the reward is dopamine, but other monoamines and acetylcholine may also participate. The anatomical core of the reward system are dopaminergic neurons of the ventral tegmentum that project to the nucleus accumbens, amygdala, prefrontal cortex and other forebrain structures. Several of those structures may be specifically involved in the reward produced by different substances, when anticipating the reward. The recent discovery of CART peptides may importantly expand our knowledge about the neurochemistry of reward. Natural rewarding activities and artificial chemical rewarding stimuli act at the same locations, but while natural activities are controlled by feedback mechanisms that activate aversive centers, no such restrictions bind the responses to artificial stimuli. There are several groups of substances that activate the reward system and they may produce addiction, which in humans is a chronic, recurrent disease, characterized by absolute dominance of drug-seeking behavior. The craving induced by substances of addiction inhibits other behaviors. The adaptation of an organism to a chronic intake of drugs involves development of adaptive changes, sensitization or tolerance. It is thought that the gap between sensitization developing for the incentive value of the drug and tolerance to the reward induced by its consumption underlies the vicious circle of events leading to drug dependence. The vulnerability to addiction is dependent not only on the environment, but also on genetic factors.